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Abstract

We give a short presentation of the present activities carried on at the Nuclear Data Centre of ENEA
at Bologna. These include a strong support of fundamental physics research aimed at ensuring the
capability of responding wifhjhigh quality data to any type of nuclear data request.

Introduction

In the last years the number of nuclear physics applications has expanded to the point that nuclear
physics definitely should be regarded as a mature science application oriented.

Nuclear physics applications are based on nuclear reactions and ultimately on the knowledge of
cross sections. By "nuclear data" commonly one intends nuclear constants which, in addition to
reaction cross sections, include nuclear structure constants as well. The latter turn out to be
particularly useful in cross section calculations, because reaction mechanisms take place proceeding
through possible nuclear structure states of nuclei and therefore are strongly correlated to nuclear
structure properties.
One should stress that fundamental nuclear physics developments have changed the approach to

nuclear data file production: while in the earlier times, at the beginning of nuclear physics application
era, files were produced based mainly on experimental cross sections, now a relatively small number
of measurements, sparse, but well placed through the periodic table, may be sufficient to drive model
predictions in a wide projectile energy range. The advantage being that calculations are incomparably
cheaper than measurements.

This is why fundamental nuclear physics developments in the direction of a better understanding of
the nuclear properties and of reaction mechanisms are relevant to nuclear data production and to their
quality improvements. Accordingly, in a time when both nuclear physics understanding and nuclear
physics applications are still in evolution, of necessity a major effort should be addressed to
fundamental physics developments in favour of multipurpose nuclear data production.

These ideas are providing guidance to the Centro Dati Nucleari (CDN) of ENEA which has started
its activity in spring 1996 and intends to progressively enlarge the usual ENEA-Bologna activities.
The internal organisation of CDN has been agreed to give impulse to each of the activities underlying
nuclear data production and distribution: from fundamental nuclear physics developments to nuclear
data evaluation, validation, processing and distribution.
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1. Fundamental physics and evaluation activity.

a) Low energy calculations
A master code IDA ' has been developed at ENEA for the calculation of cross sections with inclusion
of quite an updated treatment of all reaction mechanisms involved up to 50 MeV incident energy,
whatever the projectile and ejectiles.

Total and partial cross sections are produced with inclusion of careful nuclear structure details,
while emission and recoil spectra are provided along with their respective angular distributions.

IDA consists of a modular system of codes linked together and their input is facilitated by large
built in evaluated nuclear structure files. These codes are grouped into 4 categories. Codes for nuclear
structure handling and testing, codes for cross section calculations and comparison with experiment,
codes for extended evaluations, codes for nuclear data processing according to international formats.

As an example we show typical calculation results of neutron and gamma-ray production induced
by 14 MeV neutrons in 28sj and 51v. Fig.l displays the double differential cross section for neutron
emission induced by 14-MeV neutrons on 28sj at 20 and 150 degrees, respectively. In fig. 2 total
neutron emission spectrum induced by 14-MeV neutrons on 51V is shown with a comparison of our
calculations against JENDL-3 and ENDFB-VI files in the background of available experimental data.
In fig. 3 we present total photon emission spectrum induced by 14-17 MeV neutrons on Sly. Our
calculations are compared with JENDL and ENDFB files and with available experimental data.

b) Intermediate energy calculations
A programme has been started aimed at a critical intercomparison of different codes available for
intermediate energy calculations. By means of a comparison of results of different codes with
experimental data we intend to trace failures to the underlying physics adopted. This work will help
us to select "a code" for intermediate energy calculations and on which to introduce improvements in
order to be confident as far as its applicability and reliability is concerned. Here we show a few
examples from our investigations performed so far^ on the codes INC^ and ALICE^ . In fig. 4 we
give our calculated mass yields for 1 and 1.8 GeV protons on 238y; INC code calculations (solid
curve) experimental measurements full circles. In fig.5 we give our excitation functions for the
238rj(p2pxn) and 238u(p,3pxn) reactions: INC (solid) and ALICE (dashed) code calculations vs.
measurements.

2. Nuclear data validation

Validation activity being carried out at CDN is mainly addressed to the qualification of Fe-file by use
of the zero-power integral benchmark experiment PCA-REPLICA (Winfrith, UK, 1984). We are also
working at the development of the code PRISMA (a modified version of the module HEATR of the
NJOY processing system) for the production of PKA spectra for the determination of displacement
cross-sections in different stainless steel materials.

On the whole our activity is meant to provide reliable nuclear data and damaging parameters for
vessel safety analysis of PWR and BWR reactors.

Our international co-operations include the participation into the task force (TFRDD, Task Force
on Computing Radiation and Modelling of Nuclear Radiation-Induced Degradation of Reactor
Components) set up by the NEA Nuclear Science Committee for the study of ageing of structural
materials of nuclear reactors. To this end we are organising a contribution within the zero power
VENUS-1 (Mol, Belgium) shielding benchmark experiment, by means of updated multigroup neutron
cross-section files (BUGLE-96) and by means of tridimensional discrete ordinates transport codes
(TORT).
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3. The quality assurance programme (QAP)

A QAP has been established at CDN in order to ensure that nuclear data production according to
ENDF-VI format specifications is formally correct, complete and physically consistent. This way the
user is guaranteed data which are representative of the physically measured or calculated quantities
used as a basis for the evaluation.

The QAP responsibility and authority are shared among:
• the head of CDN who nominates the principal evaluator and the reviewer and who eventually

approves the file release;
• the principal evaluator who produces the file and pass it on to the reviewer;
• the reviewer who has to perform the verification on the material file according to specifications

and has to produce a report where all problems encountered are revealed and reported to the
principal evaluator.

The activity necessary to realise the QAP are subject to internal audit with the aim to review the
activities and verify their conformity, and to check the effectiveness of the quality plan and discuss
possible corrective actions.

4. Nuclear data distribution

Available nuclear data will be released freely. To this end we plan to arrange a self service package.
One of our tasks, hopefully, will be to provide services involving expertise and manpower, like
critical assessments of available files, or ad hoc evaluations, or processing for specific purposes. Such
contributions, however, would have to require special agreements and arrangements between user
and CDN.

5. Conclusion

We have shown with a few example our theoretical capability in the prediction of cross sections in a
few cases including extreme situations either from the view point of the need to include special
nuclear structure details or from the view point of particularly high incoming energy. We intend to
improve still more our calculation capability and to enlarge the number of evaluated files with
special attention to include missing photon production and double differential cross sections.
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Fig.l. Model calculation of double differential cross for neutron emission induced by 14-MeV
neutrons on 28si at 20 and 150 degree respectively. Comparison with the measurements of
the Osaka experiment is made.
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Fig.2. Our calculated total neutron emission spectrum induced by 14-MeV neutrons on 5 1 V is shown
against JENDL-3 and ENDFB-VI files in the background of available experimental data. The

ENEA results are shown with the dotted line.
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Total photon emission spectrum induced by 14-17 MeV neutrons on Sly. Our calculations are
compared with JENDL and ENDFB files an with available experimental data.
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F'g- 4. Mass yields for 1 and 1.8 GeV protons on 238u. INC code calculations (solid curve) vs.

experimental measurements full circles.
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Fig. 5. Excitation functions for the 238u(p}2pxn) and
ALICE (dashed) code calculations vs. measurements.
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